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Move over mass production. KRIPA
KRISHNAN helps you score some
unique handcrafted beauties.

K

ate Middleton fans may disagree but pedigree matters. The origin of your bedside clock or the coasters
on your dining table can elevate them from boring
basics to works of art. Step over the assembly line of ‘in’
things and you will find that the market for customised and
handmade décor products is teeming with activity. Nonindustrial creations have always been the benchmark of
luxury in the West but the Indian buyer has spent the last
few years catching up with global brands that have now
invaded our local malls. The exclusivity that comes with
handcrafted creations though, has opened their eyes to the
wonder of locally sourced and produced goods.

PARISIAN CHIC
If you equate handmade with ethnic, you are still clear of the
style mile. Today, there are a million nifty designs on offer that
combine art and trend. Helmed by Rachna Joshi Nair, a onetime
Hermes collaborator, Paris-based lifestyle brand ['simbl] has a retinue
of cushions, rugs and lamps which are design delights. On offer are
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Handcrafted in brass, Loveform’s
‘Moth’ range of lighting
accessories casts shadows of
the wings on the walls
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minimalist accents in a monochromatic colour palette
punctuated by bright hues that elevate it.
The collection, in natural fabrics like cotton, linen
and silk, is made in India and retails internationally. “All
my objects are made in India, from the fabrics to the
craftsmanship. It is our central principle. We are
gradually losing our best artists and I wanted to
support them,” says Nair whose line is available in the
country exclusively at Mumbai’s Le Mill.
It is indeed the quest for the rare that fuels the
demand for ['simbl] and allows them to charge €100
(`6,513) for cushions and €17,000 (`11.07 lakh)
for made-to-measure articles. “By choosing a
handmade process, where time to craft a superb piece
is the true luxury and one is prepared to wait for
excellence rather than insisting on instant
gratification, the value of the article is linked to the
care, attention and thought that goes into its making.
Exclusivity, naturally, follows,” says the designer.

MAGIC WITH METAL
An increasing demand for one-of-a-kind products is
attracting new players. Vasundhara Parakh is an
example.
When
she
came
back
to
Delhi last year after completing her masters in product
design from Domus Academy, Milan, she set
up Loveform, which in her own words gives “the world
love made by hand.”
Illuminated chandelier from ['simbl]
with hand rolled leaves and knots

A seating arrangement made out of
knotted cushions in black, punctuated
with bursts of colour, also from ['simbl]
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Painted tins from
Aarohi’s kitsch line add
a dash of colour to the
dullest of spaces

The young designer, who has worked with
international décor labels like Magpie and Jozeph
Forakis, started off by making clocks, graduated to
lamps and is now working on a line of furniture. Her
lamps, crafted in brass, steel and copper, draw
inspiration from things both mundane and ethereal;
from a dying moth to the traditional weaved baskets.
“When you are handcrafting things, little flaws
become a source of beauty. I sketch and then a group
of master craftsmen translate the design onto metal
and the end result is always better than my original
vision,” says Parakh. It takes upto 25 days to create a
lighting accessory and you will have to shell out
between `8,500 and `25,000 for one of these.
While Parakh sticks to the natural sheen of her
choice metals, Bangalore based artist Aarohi Singh
prefers to run riot with colours. Her range of furniture
and kitsch objects are painted in rainbow hues, bearing
vibrant images that depict India’s multi-faceted
cultures and traditions. From a Singh is King kettle, an
ode to her Sikh husband, to metal trunks decorated
with innovative paraphernalia of a Thayyam dancer,
her product range is diverse and spontaneous.
“My furniture range is custommade by a local
carpenter and then I paint it. I do everything myself
which makes it difficult to do it in large numbers. And
I charge for the fact that it is unique,” says Singh. Her
collection begins at `1,500 and can be bought from her
home studio and the retail portal www.shopo.in.

EARTH SONG
Loveform’s Feather range of
lamps are made of brass and steel
A handcarved
wooden platter from
Collective Craft

If you are one of the proverbial tree huggers, you will
be delighted by eco-friendly choices for your home in
the handmade repertoire. Collective Craft, a joint effort
of Oriya artisans and a group of architects, produces
beautiful accoutrements made of wood, stone, bell
metal, and painted with organic colours. “Our
production is spread across Odisha, in small workshops
where artisans work in small groups or as individuals.
Designers travel to these locations to develop
prototypes and streamline initial production,” says
founder Sibanand Bhol. The highlight of their
collection is the range of patachitra clocks; bright hued

The patachitra
clocks are a study
in detail with their
intricate designs

Cushions from
Cannaore are
available in a
variety of fabrics
and colours

Collective Craft’s
range of bowls is
created by artisans
in rural Orissa

chronographs adorned with intricate etchings.
If black and white is more your thing, check out
their delicately carved tealight holders, coasters, platters and bowls, all created in soap stone and wood. You
can take a look at the range in People Tree, Delhi and
Park Hotel’s in-house retail chain The Box across India.
If you want something straight off the charkha for
your bohemian living space, Cannanore: a lore from a
loom is a brand which retails soft furnishings produced
in Kannur, a coastal town in Kerala famed for its handwoven fabrics. Other than the staple of cotton, the
collection also includes creations in lesser known
materials like banana fibre and talicot. The finished
products are eye-catching cushions, table and bed linen
embellished with embroidery and sequins.
“I used to do up my home with fabric bought from
Kannur and always got compliments and requests for
the same. So I started sourcing material from there and
created the line Cannanore, which is the British
nomenclature of the place.” says founder Anjali
Menon Nair who retails the range, which starts from
`200, from her Chennai home .
So give assembly line products a miss and dress up
your home with these accessories which are created by
loving hands that have a keen eye for design.

